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Ground & space geodesy accuracy is increasing:

Motivations

Navigation of interplanetary probes :

From cm to mmLLR & SLR
GALILEO

factor 80 on Grav. RedshiftGravity Probe A to ACES/Pharao

Ground & space astrometry:
from milli to micro-arcsecondGaia, Gravity

factor 10 on Doppler
Cassini Experiment, use of Ka Band
MORE Experiment on BepiColombo
JUNO Experiment 2016, JUICE towards 2030

Need to describe light propagation and 
dynamics in a relativistic framework

• How to solve the field equation
• Need to introduce new tools

and define properly the observables !



Special Relativity in some words…

Inertial frame and Principle of Relativity

Let us suppose 2 frames S ans S’ with coordinates
S = (ct, x, y, z)

S0 = (ct0, x0, y0, z0)
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Imagine now a free particule, P, existing somewhere.  How to represent P in S and S’ ?

If S and S’ are inertial, the Newton First Law holds. In S, we have

1

The spacetime of special relativity

We begin our discussion of the relativistic theory of gravity by reviewing some
basic notions underlying the Newtonian and special-relativistic viewpoints of
space and time. In order to specify an event uniquely, we must assign it three
spatial coordinates and one time coordinate, defined with respect to some frame
of reference. For the moment, let us define such a system S by using a set of three
mutually orthogonal Cartesian axes, which gives us spatial coordinates x, y and
z, and an associated system of synchronised clocks at rest in the system, which
gives us a time coordinate t. The four coordinates !t"x"y" z# thus label events in
space and time.

1.1 Inertial frames and the principle of relativity

Clearly, one is free to label events not only with respect to a frame S but also
with respect to any other frame S′, which may be oriented and/or moving with
respect to S in an arbitrary manner. Nevertheless, there exists a class of preferred
reference systems called inertial frames, defined as those in which Newton’s first
law holds, so that a free particle is at rest or moves with constant velocity, i.e. in
a straight line with fixed speed. In Cartesian coordinates this means that

d2x

dt2
= d2y

dt2
= d2z

dt2
= 0$

It follows that, in the absence of gravity, if S and S′ are two inertial frames then
S′ can differ from S only by (i) a translation, and/or (ii) a rotation and/or (iii) a
motion of one frame with respect to the other at a constant velocity (for otherwise
Newton’s first law would no longer be true). The concept of inertial frames is
fundamental to the principle of relativity, which states that the laws of physics
take the same form in every inertial frame. No exception has ever been found to
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Free particule at rest or linear motion

We have the same equation for this particule in S’ with prime coordinates..

2 The spacetime of special relativity

this general principle, and it applies equally well in both Newtonian theory and
special relativity.

The Newtonian and special-relativistic descriptions differ in how the coor-
dinates of an event P in two inertial frames are related. Let us consider two
Cartesian inertial frames S and S′ in standard configuration, where S′ is moving
along the x-axis of S at a constant speed v and the axes of S and S′ coincide at
t = t′ = 0 (see Figure 1.1). It is clear that the (primed) coordinates of an event
P with respect to S′ are related to the (unprimed) coordinates in S via a linear
transformation1 of the form

t′ = At+Bx!

x′ = Dt+Ex!

y′ = y!

z′ = z"

Moreover, since we require that x′ = 0 corresponds to x = vt and that x = 0
corresponds to x′ = − vt′, we find immediately that D = − Ev and D = − Av, so
that A= E. Thus we must have

t′ = At+Bx!

x′ = A#x − vt$!

y′ = y!

z′ = z"

(1.1)

x x'

y'y

S S'

z'z

v

Figure 1.1 Two inertial frames S and S′ in standard configuration (the origins
of S and S′ coincide at t = t′ = 0).

1 We will prove this in Chapter 5.

If now, S’ is in motion with respect to S, in x-
direction with constant velocity. Suppose that 
at t=t’=0, S and S’ coincide.

How to link the coordinates of P in S and S’ ?



Special Relativity in some words…

Inertial frame and Principle of Relativity

One has to imagine the most simple linear transformation 
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1 We will prove this in Chapter 5.

First, we now the motion of S’ as constant in x-direction so 

One has to find A, B, D and E…
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First key point of Special Relativity :  Principle of Relativity.
Physics must be the same in all inertial frames…

Second key point of Special Relativity :  the speed of light is constant in inertial frame.

4 The spacetime of special relativity

frames.2 By applying this new postulate, together with the principle of relativity,
we may obtain the Lorentz transformations connecting the coordinates of an event
P in two different Cartesian inertial frames S and S′.

Let us again consider S and S′ to be in standard configuration (see Figure 1.1),
and consider a photon emitted from the (coincident) origins of S and S′ at t =
t′ = 0 and travelling in an arbitrary direction. Subsequently the space and time
coordinates of the photon in each frame must satisfy

c2t2 − x2 − y2 − z2 = c2t′2 − x′2 − y′2 − z′2 = 0!

Substituting the relations (1.1) into this expression and solving for the constants
A and B, we obtain

ct′ = "#ct − $x%&

x′ = "#x − $ct%&

y′ = y&

z′ = z&

(1.3)

where $ = v/c and " = #1 − $2%− 1/2. This Lorentz transformation, also known
as a boost in the x-direction, reduces to the Galilean transformation (1.2) when
$≪ 1. Once again, symmetry demands that the unprimed coordinates are given
in terms of the primed coordinates by an analogous transformation in which v is
replaced by − v.

From the equations (1.3), we see that the time and space coordinates are in
general mixed by a Lorentz transformation (note, in particular, the symmetry
between ct and x). Moreover, as we shall see shortly, if we consider two events
A and B with coordinates #tA&xA&yA& zA% and #tB&xB&yB& zB% in S, it is straight-
forward to show that the interval (squared)

's2 = c2't2 − 'x2 − 'y2 − 'z2 (1.4)

is invariant under any Lorentz transformation. As advocated by Minkowski, these
observations lead us to consider space and time as united in a four-dimensional
continuum called spacetime, whose geometry is characterised by (1.4). We note
that the spacetime of special relativity is non-Euclidean, because of the minus
signs in (1.4), and is often called the pseudo-Euclidean or Minkowski geometry.
Nevertheless, for any fixed value of t the spatial part of the geometry remains
Euclidean.

2 The reasoning behind Einstein’s proposal is discussed in Appendix 1A.

Imagine a photon emitted from the coincident S and S’ at t=t’=0 and travelling in an 
arbitrary direction. Time and space coordinates of that photon in each frame must 
satisfy



Special Relativity in some words…

Inertial frame, Principle of Relativity, constant speed of light

Let us now combine 
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with

Lorentz transform…

Notion of interval
Consider now two events in spacetime, A and B. We can define the (squared) interval as

ds2 = c2dt2 � dx2 � dy2 � dz2
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dt = tB � tA , dx = xB � xA , dy = yB � yA , dz = zB � zA
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with
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Let us finally introduce the Minkowski tensor as ds2 = ⌘µ⌫dx
µdx⌫
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Special Relativity in some words…
Interval and lightcone

Let us consider a point-event A and represent it in a Minkowski diagram

1.5 The interval and the lightcone 7

!s2 = c2!t′2 − !x′2 − !y′2 − !z′2

= "#c!t$ cosh% − #!x$ sinh%&2 − "− #c!t$ sinh%+ #!x$ cosh%&2

− !y2 − !z2

= c2!t2 − !x2 − !y2 − !z2'

Thus the interval is invariant under the boost (1.5) and, from the above discussion,
we may infer that !s2 is in fact invariant under any Poincaré transformation. This
suggests that the interval is an underlying geometrical property of the spacetime
itself, i.e. an invariant ‘distance’ between events in spacetime. It also follows that
the sign of !s2 is defined invariantly, as follows:

for !s2 > 0( the interval is timelike)
for !s2 = 0( the interval is null or lightlike)
for !s2 < 0( the interval is spacelike'

This embodies the standard lightcone structure shown in Figure 1.3. Events A and
B are separated by a timelike interval, A and C by a lightlike (or null) interval and
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D

‘Elsewhere’ of A ‘Elsewhere’ of A

C

B

Figure 1.3 Spacetime diagram illustrating the lightcone of an event A (the y-
and z- axes have been suppressed). Events A and B are separated by a timelike
interval, A and C by a lightlike (or null) interval and A and D by a spacelike
interval.

Let us consider others point-events (B, C, D). If
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where the integral is evaluated along the particular path under consideration.
Clearly, to perform this integral we must have a set of equations describing the
spacetime path.

1.10 Particle worldlines and proper time

Let us now turn to the description of the motion of a particle in spacetime terms.
A particle describes a worldline in spacetime. In general, for two infinitesimally
separated events in spacetime; by analogy with our earlier discussion we have:

for ds2 > 0! the interval is timelike"

for ds2 = 0! the interval is null or lightlike"

for ds2 < 0! the interval is spacelike#

However, relativistic mechanics prohibits the acceleration of a massive particle
to speeds greater than or equal to c, which implies that its worldline must lie
within the lightcone (Figure 1.3) at each event on it. In other words, the interval
between any two infinitesimally separated events on the particle’s worldline must
be timelike (and future-pointing). For a massless particle such as a photon, any
two events on its worldline are separated by a null interval. Figure 1.10 illustrates
general worldlines for a massive particle and for a photon.
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Figure 1.10 The worldlines of a photon (solid line) and a massive particle
(broken line). The lightcones at seven events are shown.
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to speeds greater than or equal to c, which implies that its worldline must lie
within the lightcone (Figure 1.3) at each event on it. In other words, the interval
between any two infinitesimally separated events on the particle’s worldline must
be timelike (and future-pointing). For a massless particle such as a photon, any
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Figure 1.10 The worldlines of a photon (solid line) and a massive particle
(broken line). The lightcones at seven events are shown.
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A particle worldline may be described by giving x, y and z as functions of t
in some inertial frame S. However, a more four-dimensional way of describing a
worldline is to give the four coordinates !t"x"y" z# of the particle in S as functions
of a parameter $ that varies monotonically along the worldline. Given the four
functions t!$#, x!$#, y!$# and z!$#, each value of $ determines a point along
the curve. Any such parameter is possible, but a natural one to use for a massive
particle is its proper time.
We define the proper time interval d% between two infinitesimally separated

events on the particle’s worldline by

c2d%2 = ds2& (1.6)

Thus, if the coordinate differences in S between the two events are dt"dx"dy"dz
then we have

c2d%2 = c2dt2−dx2−dy2−dz2&

Hence the proper time interval between the events is given by

d% = !1−v2/c2#1/2dt = dt/'v"

where v is the speed of the particle with respect to S over this infinitesimal
interval. If we integrate d% between two points A and B on the worldline, we
obtain the total elapsed proper time interval:

(% =
! B

A
d% =

! B

A

"
1− v2!t#

c2

# 1/2
dt& (1.7)

We see that if the particle is at rest in S then the proper time % is just the
coordinate time t measured by clocks at rest in S. If at any instant in the history
of the particle we introduce an instantaneous rest frame S′ such that the particle
is momentarily at rest in S′ then we see that the proper time % is simply the
time recorded by a clock that moves along with the particle. It is therefore an
invariantly defined quantity, a fact that is clear from (1.6).
Thus the worldline of a massive particle can be described by giving the four

coordinates !t"x"y" z# as functions of % (see Figure 1.11). For example,

t = %!1−v2/c2#−1/2"

x = v%!1−v2/c2#−1/2"

y = z= 0

Definition of the proper time :



Special Relativity in some words…
Lorentz group

Flat (or Minkowski) spacetime of Special Relativity is a fixed four-dimensional pseudo-
Euclidean manifold. It exists a privileged class of Cartesian coordinate system (ct, x, y, z) 
covering the whole spacetime where the (squared) interval takes, at every point-event, 
the form

ds2 = ⌘µ⌫dx
µdx⌫
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Transforming to a different Cartesian inertial frame corresponds to a new coordinates 
system (ct’, x’, y’, z’) and must satisfy

ds2 = ⌘µ⌫dx
µdx⌫ = ⌘µ⌫dx

0µdx0⌫
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⌘µ⌫ =
@x0⇢

@xµ

@x0�

@x⌫
⌘⇢�
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Thus the transformation between 2 inertial frames must be linear x0µ = ⇤µ
⌫x

⌫ + aµ
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2 constants aµ ⌘ 0
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constants. Thus the transformation between two inertial coordinate systems must
be linear, i.e.

x′! ="!
#x

#+a! (5.3)

where the"!
# and a# are constants. This has the form of a general inhomogeneous

Lorentz transformation (or Poincaré transformation). We will generally take the
(unimportant) constants a! to be zero, in which case (5.3) reduces to a normal,
homogeneous, Lorentz transformation. As discussed in Chapter 1, the constants
"!

# in the transformation matrix depend upon the relative speed and orientation
of the two inertial frames. If the unprimed and primed coordinates correspond
to inertial frames S and S′ in standard configuration, with S′ moving at a speed
v relative to S, then the transformation matrix can be written in two equivalent
forms:

$"!
#%=

[
&x′!

&x#

]
=

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝

' − (' 0 0
− (' ' 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝

cosh) − sinh) 0 0
− sinh) cosh) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎠
* (5.4)

where ( = v/c, ' = +1 − (2,− 1/2 and the rapidity is defined by ) = tanh− 1(.
Clearly, if the axes of S′ and S are rotated with respect to one another then the
transformation is more complicated.

The transformation inverse to (5.4) is clearly obtained by putting v→ − v (or
equivalently )→− )). In general, the inverse transformation matrix is denoted by

$"!
#%=

[
&x#

&x′!

]

and may be calculated from the forward transform using the index-raising and
index-lowering properties of the metric, i.e.

"!
# = -!.-

#/".
/0

That this is indeed the required inverse may be shown using the condition (5.2),
which gives

"!
#"!

/ ="!
#-!.-

/1".
1 = -#1-

/1 = 2/# 0

5.3 Cartesian basis vectors

Figure 5.1 shows the coordinate curves for two systems of coordinates xa and
x′a, corresponding to Cartesian inertial frames S and S′ in standard configuration
(with the 2- and 3- directions suppressed). In any coordinate system the coordinate

with the properties ⇤⌫
µ = ⌘µ⇢⌘

⌫�⇤⇢
�
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and ⇤µ
⌫⇤

�
µ = ��⌫
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In Special Relativity, the metric tensor corresponds to flat space time ds2 = ⌘µ⌫dx
µdx⌫
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Let us consider a more general manifold.
At each point P, one can define a coordinate basis
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Figure 3.4 The coordinate basis vectors ea at a point P in a manifold are the
tangent vectors to the coordinate curves in the manifold and form a basis for the
tangent space at P.

From the definition (3.3), we see that if two nearby points P and Q have
coordinates xa and xa+dxa respectively, where now we allow dxa to be non-zero
for all a, then their infinitesimal vector separation is given by

ds= ea!x"dx
a# (3.4)

We can use this expression to relate the inner product of the coordinate basis
vectors at some arbitrary point P to the value of the metric functions gab!x" at
that point. From (3.4), we have

ds2 = ds ·ds= !dxaea" · !dxbeb"= !ea · eb"dxa dxb#

Comparing this with the standard expression ds2 = gab!x"dx
a dxb, (2.4), for the

line element, we find that

ea!x" · eb!x"= gab!x"# (3.5)

Thus, quite generally, in a coordinate basis the scalar product of two vectors is
given by

v ·w= !vaea" · !wbeb"= gabv
awb#

If the basis ea!x" is dual to a coordinate basis ea!x" then the a-coordinate
distance between two nearby points separated by the displacement vector ds is
given by

dxa = ea ·ds#
Moreover, in this case we may use the dual basis vectors to define the quantities

gab!x"= ea!x" · eb!x"$ (3.6)

3.4 Basis vectors 57

ea!x". Although the positioning of the index may seem odd (not least because of
the possible confusion with powers), it enables effective use of the summation
convention that we shall adopt in due course. At any point P, the dual basis
vectors are defined by the relation

ea!x" · eb!x"= #ab$ (3.2)

so that ea and ea form reciprocal systems of vectors.
The dual basis vectors at P also lie in the tangent space TP and form an

alternative basis for it.1 Thus, we can also express the local vector field v!x" at
each point as a linear combination of the dual basis vectors ea!x" defined at that
point:

v!x"= va!x" e
a!x"%

The numbers va!x" are known as the covariant components of the vector v!x" in
the basis ea!x".
Using the relation (3.2) we can find simple expressions for the contravariant

and covariant components of a vector v. For example,2

v · ea = vbeb · ea = vb#ab = va$

where we have used the fact that #ba can be used to replace one index with another.
Thus we may write va = v · ea. Similarly, we may show that va = v · ea. We now
consider how a set of basis vectors (and their duals) may be constructed at each
point P in the manifold.

Coordinate basis vectors

An obvious basis in which to describe local vectors is the coordinate basis. In any
particular coordinate system xa, we can define at every point P of the manifold
a set of N coordinate basis vectors

ea = lim
#xa→0

#s
#xa

$ (3.3)

where #s is the infinitesimal vector displacement between P and a nearby point Q
whose coordinate separation from P is #xa along the xa coordinate curve. Thus
ea is the tangent vector to the xa coordinate curve at the point P. This set of
vectors provides a basis for the tangent space TP at the point P (see Figure 3.4).

1 More precisely, these vectors define the dual tangent space T ∗
P at P, but this subtlety need not concern us

here.
2 From now on we will no longer make explicit the dependence of the basis vectors and components on the
position x in the manifold, except where including this argument makes the explanation clearer.
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From the definition (3.3), we see that if two nearby points P and Q have
coordinates xa and xa+dxa respectively, where now we allow dxa to be non-zero
for all a, then their infinitesimal vector separation is given by

ds= ea!x"dx
a# (3.4)

We can use this expression to relate the inner product of the coordinate basis
vectors at some arbitrary point P to the value of the metric functions gab!x" at
that point. From (3.4), we have

ds2 = ds ·ds= !dxaea" · !dxbeb"= !ea · eb"dxa dxb#

Comparing this with the standard expression ds2 = gab!x"dx
a dxb, (2.4), for the

line element, we find that

ea!x" · eb!x"= gab!x"# (3.5)

Thus, quite generally, in a coordinate basis the scalar product of two vectors is
given by

v ·w= !vaea" · !wbeb"= gabv
awb#

If the basis ea!x" is dual to a coordinate basis ea!x" then the a-coordinate
distance between two nearby points separated by the displacement vector ds is
given by

dxa = ea ·ds#
Moreover, in this case we may use the dual basis vectors to define the quantities

gab!x"= ea!x" · eb!x"$ (3.6)

ds2 = (eadx
a)(ebdx

b) = (eaeb)dx
adxb
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More generally speaking, let us define the metric tensor as follow

In this case, the interval can be written :

gµ⌫ = eµ.e⌫
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ds2 = gµ⌫dx
µdx⌫
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But local vectors at different points P and Q of the manifold lie in different tangent 
spaces.            NO WAY to add or subtract them…
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manifold ! at the points P and Q respectively.

The standard partial derivative of the basis vector is given by #ea/#xc in the
limit #xc → 0. In general, however, the resulting vector will not lie in the tangent
space to the manifold at P. We thus define the derivative in the manifold of the
coordinate basis vector by projecting into the tangent space at P,

$ea
$xc

≡
!

lim
#xc→0

#ea
#xc

"

#TP
% (3.11)

Now we can expand this derivative vector in terms of the basis vectors ea!P" at
the point P, and write

$ea
$xc

= &b
aceb' (3.12)

where the N 3 coefficients &b
ac are known collectively as the affine connection or,

in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4

&b
ac = eb · $cea% (3.13)

Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that

$c!e
a · eb"= !$ce

a" · eb+ ea · !$ceb"= 0%

4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.

How to define the derivative 
of a vector field ?

62 Vector calculus on manifolds

length. We must therefore make definitions that allow us to deal with such prop-
erties in a way that extends and generalises familiar concepts in Euclidean space.
The length of a vector !v! is defined in terms of its components by

!gabvavb!1/2 = !gabvavb!1/2 = !vava!1/2!
A unit vector has length unity. As remarked above, in a pseudo-Riemannian
manifold we can have !vava!1/2 = 0 for va ̸= 0, in which case the vector v is
described as null.
The angle " between two non-null vectors v and w is defined by

cos" = vaw
a

!vbvb!1/2!wcwc!1/2 !

In a pseudo-Riemannian manifold, this formula can lead to !cos"!> 1, resulting
in a non-real value for ".
Two vectors are orthogonal if their scalar product is zero. This definition makes

sense even if one or both of the vectors is or are null. In fact, a null vector is a
non-zero vector that is orthogonal to itself.

3.8 Derivatives of basis vectors and the affine connection

As we have said, local vectors at different points P and Q in a manifold lie
in different tangent spaces, so there is no way of adding or subtracting them.
In order to define the derivative of a vector field, however, one must compare
vectors at different points, albeit in the limit where the distance between the points
tends to zero. We will adopt here an intuitive approach that is sufficient for our
purposes in developing vector calculus on curved manifolds and provides a simple
geometrical picture. Specifically, on this occasion, we will assume the manifold
to be embedded in a higher-dimensional (pseudo-)Euclidean space, which thus
allows vectors at different points to be compared.3

In some arbitrary coordinate system xa on the manifold, let us consider the basis
vectors ea at two nearby points P and Q with coordinates xa and xa+#xa respec-
tively (see Figure 3.5). In general, the basis vectors at Q will differ infinitesimally
from those at P, so that

ea$Q %= ea$P%+#ea!

3 It is worth noting that one can embed any four-dimensional torsionless (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold in
some (pseudo-)Euclidean space of sufficiently higher dimension; see, for example, J. Nash, The imbedding
problem for Riemannian manifolds, Annals of Mathematics 63, 20–63, 1956 and C. Clarke, On the global
isometric embedding of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, Proceedings of the Royal Society A314, 417–28,
1970. Indeed, recent theoretical work on braneworld models suggests that our spacetime may indeed be
embedded in some higher-dimensional manifold! Alternatively, one can define the derivative of a vector field
on a general manifold without using an embedding picture, but in a rather more formal manner; see, for
example, R.M. Wald, General Relativity, University of Chicago Press, 1984.
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The standard partial derivative of the basis vector is given by #ea/#xc in the
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Now we can expand this derivative vector in terms of the basis vectors ea!P" at
the point P, and write
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where the N 3 coefficients &b
ac are known collectively as the affine connection or,

in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4
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Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that
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4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.

One has now to calculate the partial derivate and project it into 
tangent space at P !
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The standard partial derivative of the basis vector is given by #ea/#xc in the
limit #xc → 0. In general, however, the resulting vector will not lie in the tangent
space to the manifold at P. We thus define the derivative in the manifold of the
coordinate basis vector by projecting into the tangent space at P,
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Now we can expand this derivative vector in terms of the basis vectors ea!P" at
the point P, and write

$ea
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where the N 3 coefficients &b
ac are known collectively as the affine connection or,

in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4

&b
ac = eb · $cea% (3.13)

Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that

$c!e
a · eb"= !$ce
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4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.

It leads to the definition of the affine connection

Since every coordinate basis must be reciprocital
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in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4

&b
ac = eb · $cea% (3.13)

Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that

$c!e
a · eb"= !$ce

a" · eb+ ea · !$ceb"= 0%

4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.

One gets 
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Then, on using (3.13), we find that the derivatives of the dual basis vectors with
respect to the coordinates are given by

!ce
a =−"a

bce
b# (3.14)

The expressions (3.12–3.14) will be used extensively in our subsequent discus-
sions.

3.9 Transformation properties of the affine connection

From the expression (3.13) for the affine connection,

"a
bc = ea · !eb

!xc
$ (3.15)

we see that, in some new coordinate system x′a, it is given by

" ′a
bc = e′a · !e

′
b

!x′c
$

Substituting the expressions (3.9) and (3.10) for the new basis and dual basis
vectors, we find

" ′a
bc =

!x′a

!xd
ed · !

!x′c

!
!xf

!x′b
ef

"

= !x′a

!xd
ed ·

!
!xf

!x′b
!ef
!x′c

+ !2xf

!x′c!x′b
ef

"

= !x′a

!xd
!xf

!x′b
!xg

!x′c
ed · !ef

!xg
+ !x′a

!xd
!2xf

!x′c!x′b
ed · ef

= !x′a

!xd
!xf

!x′b
!xg

!x′c
"d

fg+
!x′a

!xd
!2xd

!x′c!x′b
$ (3.16)

where in the last line we have used the reciprocity relation (3.2) between the
basis and dual basis vectors. We will see later that, because of the presence of
the last term on the right-hand side of (3.16), the "a

bc do not transform as the
components of a tensor.

By swapping derivatives with respect to x and x′ in the last term on the
right-hand side of (3.16), we arrive at an alternative (but equivalent) expression:

" ′a
bc =

!x′a

!xd
!xf

!x′b
!xg

!x′c
"d

fg−
!xd

!x′b
!xf

!x′c
!2x′a

!xd!xf
# (3.17)
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Final definition of the connection Link with metric tensor ?
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Connection versus metric tensor

For simplicity, let us assume that the connection is symmetric (no torsion) : �b
ac ⌘ �b

ca
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The metric tensor has been defined as gµ⌫ = eµ.e⌫
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If we differentiate the metric tensor, what’s happen ?
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3.10 Relationship of the connection and the metric

The observant reader will have noticed that there was some arbitrariness in how
we introduced the affine connection in (3.12). We could just as easily have written
(3.12) with !b

ac replaced by !b
ca, i.e. with the two subscripts interchanged. In

a general Riemannian manifold, these two sets of quantities are not necessarily
equal to one another. In fact, one can show that the quantities

Tb
ac = !b

ac−!b
ca (3.18)

are the components of a third-rank tensor (see Chapter 4) called the torsion tensor.
For our considerations of standard general relativity, however, we can assume
that our manifolds are torsionless, so that Tb

ac = 0 in any coordinate system.5

Hence, from here onwards, we will assume (unless otherwise stated) that the
affine connection is symmetric in its last two indices, i.e.

!b
ac = !b

ca" (3.19)

In a manifold that is torsionless, so that (3.19) is satisfied, there is a simple
relationship between the affine connection !b

ac and the metric functions gab,
which we now derive. From (3.5) we have gab = ea · eb. Differentiating this
expression with respect to xc, we obtain

#cgab = $#cea% · eb+ ea · $#ceb%
= !d

aced · eb+ ea ·!d
bced

= !d
acgdb+!d

bcgad" (3.20)

By cyclically permuting the indices a&b& c, we obtain two equivalent expressions,

#bgca = !d
cbgda+!d

abgcd&

#agbc = !d
bagdc+!d

cagbd"

Using these three expressions, we now form the combination

#cgab+ #bgca− #agbc

= !d
acgdb+!d

bcgad+!d
cbgda+!d

abgcd−!d
bagdc−!d

cagbd = 2!d
cbgad&

where, in obtaining the last line, we have used the assumed symmetry properties
(3.19) of the affine connection and the symmetry of metric functions. Multiplying

5 It is straightforward to show that any (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold that can be embedded in some (pseudo-)
Euclidean space of higher dimension must be torsionless.

But… We have just seen that                    !! 
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Q

P

ea(Q)
ea(P)

Figure 3.5 The basis vectors ea!P" and ea!Q " lie in the tangent spaces to the
manifold ! at the points P and Q respectively.

The standard partial derivative of the basis vector is given by #ea/#xc in the
limit #xc → 0. In general, however, the resulting vector will not lie in the tangent
space to the manifold at P. We thus define the derivative in the manifold of the
coordinate basis vector by projecting into the tangent space at P,

$ea
$xc

≡
!

lim
#xc→0

#ea
#xc

"

#TP
% (3.11)

Now we can expand this derivative vector in terms of the basis vectors ea!P" at
the point P, and write

$ea
$xc

= &b
aceb' (3.12)

where the N 3 coefficients &b
ac are known collectively as the affine connection or,

in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4

&b
ac = eb · $cea% (3.13)

Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that

$c!e
a · eb"= !$ce

a" · eb+ ea · !$ceb"= 0%

4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.

@cgab = �d
acgdb + �d

bcgad
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are the components of a third-rank tensor (see Chapter 4) called the torsion tensor.
For our considerations of standard general relativity, however, we can assume
that our manifolds are torsionless, so that Tb

ac = 0 in any coordinate system.5

Hence, from here onwards, we will assume (unless otherwise stated) that the
affine connection is symmetric in its last two indices, i.e.

!b
ac = !b

ca" (3.19)

In a manifold that is torsionless, so that (3.19) is satisfied, there is a simple
relationship between the affine connection !b

ac and the metric functions gab,
which we now derive. From (3.5) we have gab = ea · eb. Differentiating this
expression with respect to xc, we obtain

#cgab = $#cea% · eb+ ea · $#ceb%
= !d

aced · eb+ ea ·!d
bced
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By cyclically permuting the indices a&b& c, we obtain two equivalent expressions,
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where, in obtaining the last line, we have used the assumed symmetry properties
(3.19) of the affine connection and the symmetry of metric functions. Multiplying

5 It is straightforward to show that any (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold that can be embedded in some (pseudo-)
Euclidean space of higher dimension must be torsionless.

We can also permute the indice and see what is going on…. 

And finally, forming the combination                                   and contracting by   @cgab + @bgca � @agbc
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gea
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through by gea, recalling from (3.8) that geagad = !ea and relabelling indices, we
finally obtain

"a
bc = 1

2g
ad#$bgdc+ $cgbd− $dgbc%& (3.21)

In fact, the quantity defined by the right-hand side in (3.21) is properly called the
metric connection and is often denoted by the symbol ' a

bc(. In a manifold with
torsion, it will differ from the affine connection defined by (3.11). As we have
shown, however, in a torsionless manifold the affine and metric connections are
equivalent, and so "a

bc is usually referred to simply as the connection. Unless
otherwise stated, we will follow this convention from now on.
Equation (3.21) is very important, because it tells us how to compute the

connection at any point in a manifold. In other words, if one knows the metric gab
in some coordinate system xa then one can form the derivatives of gab appearing
in (3.21) and hence calculate all the numbers "a

bc at any point.
We finish this section by establishing a few useful formulae involving the

connection "a
bc and the related quantities

"abc ≡ gad"
d
bc&

It is straightforward to show that "a
bc = gad"dbc. From (3.21), we find that

"abc = 1
2#$bgac+ $cgba− $agbc%& (3.22)

The quantity "abc is traditionally known as a Christoffel symbol of the first kind.
Adding "bac to "abc gives

$cgab = "abc+"bac) (3.23)

which allows us to express partial derivatives of the metric components in terms
of the connection coefficients. If we denote the value of the determinant det*gab+
by g then the cofactor of the element gab in this determinant is ggab (note that
g is not a scalar: changing coordinates changes the value of g at any point). It
follows that $cg = ggab#$cgab%, so from (3.23) we have

$cg = ggab#"abc+"bac%= g
!
"b

bc+"a
ac

"
= 2g"a

ac& (3.24)

The implied summation over a is an example of a contraction over a pair of
indices (see Chapter 4); "a

ac means simply "1
1c + "2

2c +· · ·+ "N
Nc. Thus the

contraction of the connection coefficients (3.21) is given by

"a
ab = 1

2g
−1$bg = 1

2$b ln #g#) (3.25)
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Geodesics : intrinsic derivative of a vector along a curve

Let us consider a curve C.  At any point along C, we have a vector field as

72 Vector calculus on manifolds

Let us begin by writing the vector field at any point along the curve ! as

v!u"= va!u"ea!u"#

where the ea!u" are the coordinate basis vectors at the point on the curve corre-
sponding to the parameter value u. Thus, the derivative of v along the curve ! is
given by

dv
du

= dva

du
ea+va

dea
du

= dva

du
ea+va

$ea
$xc

dxc

du
#

where we have used the chain rule to rewrite the last term on the right-hand side;
this is a valid procedure since the basis vectors ea are also defined away from
the curve ! . Using (3.13) to write the partial derivatives of the basis vectors in
terms of the connection, we obtain

dv
du

= dva

du
ea+%b

acv
a dx

c

du
eb&

Interchanging the dummy indices a and b in the last term, we may factor out the
basis vector, and we find that

dv
du

=
!
dva

du
+%a

bcv
b dx

c

du

"
ea ≡

Dva

Du
ea& (3.37)

The term in parentheses is called the intrinsic (or absolute) derivative of the
components va along the curve ! and is often denoted by Dva/Du as indicated.
Similarly, the intrinsic derivative of the covariant components va of a vector is
given by

Dva
Du

= dva
du

−%b
acvb

dxc

du
&

A convenient way to remember the form of the intrinsic derivative is to pretend
that the vector v is in fact defined throughout (some region of) the manifold, i.e.
not only along the curve ! . In some cases of interest, this may in fact be true
anyway; for example, v might denote the 4-velocity of some distributed fluid. We
can now differentiate the components va (say) with respect to the coordinates xa.
Thus we can write

dva

du
= $va

$xc
dxc

du
&

Substituting this into (3.37), we can then factor out dxc/du and recognise the
other factor as the covariant derivative 'cv

a. Thus we can write

Dva

Du
= !'cv

a"
dxc

du
(3.38)

where          are the coordinate basis at a point on C corresponding to parameter u.ea(u)
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can now differentiate the components va (say) with respect to the coordinates xa.
Thus we can write

dva

du
= $va

$xc
dxc

du
&

Substituting this into (3.37), we can then factor out dxc/du and recognise the
other factor as the covariant derivative 'cv

a. Thus we can write

Dva

Du
= !'cv

a"
dxc

du
(3.38)

But we have established before                    !!!!            
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Q

P

ea(Q)
ea(P)

Figure 3.5 The basis vectors ea!P" and ea!Q " lie in the tangent spaces to the
manifold ! at the points P and Q respectively.

The standard partial derivative of the basis vector is given by #ea/#xc in the
limit #xc → 0. In general, however, the resulting vector will not lie in the tangent
space to the manifold at P. We thus define the derivative in the manifold of the
coordinate basis vector by projecting into the tangent space at P,

$ea
$xc

≡
!

lim
#xc→0

#ea
#xc

"

#TP
% (3.11)

Now we can expand this derivative vector in terms of the basis vectors ea!P" at
the point P, and write

$ea
$xc

= &b
aceb' (3.12)

where the N 3 coefficients &b
ac are known collectively as the affine connection or,

in older textbooks, the Christoffel symbol (of the second kind) at the point P.
From (3.11), it is also clear that the derivative operator obeys Leibnitz’ theorem.
By taking the scalar product of (3.12) with the dual basis vector ed and using the
reciprocity relation (3.2), we can also write the affine connection as4

&b
ac = eb · $cea% (3.13)

Furthermore, by differentiating the reciprocity relation ea ·eb = #ba with respect
to the coordinate xc, we find that

$c!e
a · eb"= !$ce

a" · eb+ ea · !$ceb"= 0%

4 From now on, we shall often use the shorthand $c to denote $/$xc. We also note here that, in some textbooks,
an even more terse notation is used, in which partial differentation is denoted by a comma. For example, the
partial derivative $cv

a of the contravariant components of a vector would be written va'c.
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Let us begin by writing the vector field at any point along the curve ! as

v!u"= va!u"ea!u"#

where the ea!u" are the coordinate basis vectors at the point on the curve corre-
sponding to the parameter value u. Thus, the derivative of v along the curve ! is
given by

dv
du

= dva

du
ea+va

dea
du

= dva

du
ea+va

$ea
$xc

dxc

du
#

where we have used the chain rule to rewrite the last term on the right-hand side;
this is a valid procedure since the basis vectors ea are also defined away from
the curve ! . Using (3.13) to write the partial derivatives of the basis vectors in
terms of the connection, we obtain

dv
du

= dva

du
ea+%b

acv
a dx

c

du
eb&

Interchanging the dummy indices a and b in the last term, we may factor out the
basis vector, and we find that

dv
du

=
!
dva

du
+%a

bcv
b dx

c

du

"
ea ≡

Dva

Du
ea& (3.37)

The term in parentheses is called the intrinsic (or absolute) derivative of the
components va along the curve ! and is often denoted by Dva/Du as indicated.
Similarly, the intrinsic derivative of the covariant components va of a vector is
given by

Dva
Du

= dva
du

−%b
acvb

dxc

du
&

A convenient way to remember the form of the intrinsic derivative is to pretend
that the vector v is in fact defined throughout (some region of) the manifold, i.e.
not only along the curve ! . In some cases of interest, this may in fact be true
anyway; for example, v might denote the 4-velocity of some distributed fluid. We
can now differentiate the components va (say) with respect to the coordinates xa.
Thus we can write

dva

du
= $va

$xc
dxc

du
&

Substituting this into (3.37), we can then factor out dxc/du and recognise the
other factor as the covariant derivative 'cv

a. Thus we can write

Dva

Du
= !'cv

a"
dxc

du
(3.38)
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and similarly for the intrinsic derivatives of the covariant components. It must be
remembered, however, that if v is only defined along the curve ! then formally
(3.38) is not defined and acts merely as an aide-memoire.

3.15 Parallel transport

Let us again consider some curve ! in the manifold, given parameterically in
some general coordinate system by xa!u". Moreover, let O be some initial point
on the curve with parameter u0 at which a vector v is defined. We can now think
of ‘transporting’ v along ! in such a way that

dv
du

= 0 (3.39)

is satisfied at each point along the curve. The result is a ‘parallel’ field of vectors
at each point along ! , generated by the parallel transport of v.
In a (pseudo-)Euclidean manifold, the parallel transport of a vector has the

simple geometrical interpretation that the vector v is transported without any
change to its length or direction. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6 for a curve !
in a two-dimensional Euclidean space (i.e. a plane). If the coordinates xa are
Cartesian, it is clear that the components va of the vector field satisfy

dva

du
= 0# (3.40)

O

v

!

Figure 3.6 A parallel field of vectors v!u" generated by parallel transport along
a curve ! parameterised by u.

Geodesics : parallel transport
dv

du
= 0 ! dva

du
= 0
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We want something like

In pseudo-euclidian space, it works… But in general, NO !
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In an arbitrary coordinate system in the plane, however, (3.40) is no longer valid,
and from (3.37) we see that it must be generalised to

Dva

Du
≡ dva

du
+!a

bcv
b dx

c

du
= 0" (3.41)

From the basic requirement (3.39), it is clear that (3.41) is equally valid for the
parallel transport of a vector along a curve in any (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold
in some arbitrary coordinate system xa, although the geometrical interpretation is
more subtle in this case. If one is willing to adopt a picture in which the (pseudo-)
Riemannian manifold is embedded in a (pseudo-)Euclidean space of sufficiently
higher dimension, then one can recover a simple geometrical interpretation of
parallel transport. Consider some curve ! in the (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold
given in terms of some coordinate system in the manifold by xa#u$. Let P and
Q be two neighbouring points on the curve with affine parameter values u and
u+ %u respectively. Starting with the vector v at P, which lies in the tangent
space TP , shift the vector to the neighbouring point Q while keeping it parallel
to itself. In a Euclidean embedding space, this simply means transporting the
vector without changing its length or direction. At the point Q the vector will
not, in general, lie in the tangent space TQ , on account of the curvature of the
embedded manifold. Nevertheless, by considering only that part of the vector
that is tangential to the embedded manifold at Q , we obtain a definite vector
lying in TQ . It is straightforward to show that this vector coincides with the
parallel-transported vector at Q according to (3.41).

If we rewrite (3.41) as

dva

du
=−!a

bcv
b dx

c

du
& (3.42)

then we can see that, if we specify the components va at some arbitrary point
along the curve, equation (3.43) fixes the components of va along the entire
length of the curve. If you are worried about whether the transportation is really
parallel, simply consider an infinitesimal displacement of the vector from some
point P. For a small displacement we can choose locally Cartesian coordinates at
P, in which the !s vanish, and so setting the covariant derivative equal to zero
describes an infinitesimal displacement which keeps the vector parallel (dva = 0).

We note here that, in at least one respect, parallel transport along curves in a
general (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold is significantly different from that along
curves in a (pseudo-)Euclidean space, in that it is path dependent: the vector
obtained by transporting a given vector from a point P to a remote point Q
depends on the route taken from P to Q . This path dependence is also apparent
in transporting a vector around a closed loop, where on returning to the starting



Towards General Relativity

Equation of geodesics
Let us consider a curve           parameterized by some general parameter    and 
the vector tangent to the curve. 

xa(u)
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dt

du
= �(u)t
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The variation of the tangent vector defines the curve without any doubt.
Let us assume the most simple evolution 

To be determined !

Using the coordinate basis and the result concerning parallel transport, we 
must satisfy Dta

Du
=

dta

du
+ �a

bct
b dx

c

du
= �(u)ta
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But ta = dxa/du
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Dta

Du
=

d2xa

du2
+ �a

bc
dxb

du

dxc

du
= �(u)

dxa

du
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The question is now to define �(u)
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Let choose   as an affine parameter…�(u) = 0
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Geodesic equations :



General Relativity

The Equivalence Principle

- Gravitation ⇔ space-time curvature (described by a metric        )

- free-falling masses follow geodesics of this metric and ideal clocks 
measure proper time 

- 3 facets: Universality of free fall, Local Position/Lorentz Invariance

- very well tested (10-13 with Eöt-wash experiments and Lunar Laser 
Ranging ; 10-4 with grav. redshift ; no variation of constants)1 

- more accurate measurement needed: alternative (string) theories 
predict violation smaller2 → MICROSCOPE accuracy 10-15

ds2 = gµ�dx
µdx�

gµ�
Einstein intuition : matter curves spacetime



Free Fall Experiments
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Atom Interferometry

400 CE  Ioannes Philiponus: “…let fall from the same height
two weights of which one is many times as heavy as the
other …. the difference in time is a very small one”

1553 Giambattista Benedetti
proposed equality

1586 Simon Stevin
experiments

1589-92  Galileo Galilei
Leaning Tower of Pisa?

1670-87  Newton
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1889, 1908 Baron R. von Eötvös
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CNES Microscope Mission : 10-15



Local Position Invariance : redshift
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To be launched soon



General Relativity
Curvature of a manifold: the Riemann tensor  

158 The equivalence principle and spacetime curvature

The physical significance of this to general relativity is as follows. If, throughout
some region of a four-dimensional spacetime, we can reduce the line element

ds2 = g!" dx
! dx"

to Minkowski form then there can be no gravitational field in this region. The
equivalence of a general line element to that of Minkowski spacetime therefore
guarantees that the gravitational field will vanish. The solution to our mathematical
problem of finding a coordinate-independent way of defining the curvature of
spacetime will lead us to the field equations of gravity.

7.9 The curvature tensor

We can find a solution to the problem of measuring the curvature of a manifold at
any point by considering changing the order of covariant differentiation. Covariant
differentiation is clearly a generalisation of partial differentiation. There is one
important respect in which it differs, however: it matters in which order covariant
differentiation is performed, and changing the order (in general) changes the result.

Since for a scalar field the covariant derivative is simply the partial deriva-
tive, the order of differentiation does not matter. However, let us consider some
arbitrary vector field defined on a manifold, with covariant components va. The
covariant derivative of the va is given by

#bva = $bva−%d
abvd&

A second covariant differentiation then yields

#c#bva = $c'#bva(−%e
ac#bve−%e

bc#eva

= $c$bva− '$c%
d
ab(vd−%d

ab$cvd

− %e
ac'$bve−%d

ebvd(−%e
bc'$eva−%d

aevd()

which follows since #bva is itself a rank-2 tensor. Swapping the indices b and c
to obtain a corresponding expression for #b#cva and then subtracting gives

#c#bva−#b#cva = Rd
abcvd) (7.12)

where

Rd
abc ≡ $b%

d
ac− $c%

d
ab+%e

ac%
d
eb−%e

ab%
d
ec& (7.13)

To determine directly whether the N 4 quantities Rd
abc transform as the compo-

nents of a tensor under a coordinate transformation would be an arduous algebraic
task. Fortunately the quotient theorem (Section 4.11) provides a much shorter
route. The left-hand side of (7.12) is a tensor, for arbitrary vectors va, so the

Let us go back to the covariant derivative of a vector field

A second covariant differentiation then yields
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Swapping indices b and c, we can construct the following tensorial quantity

is the Riemann tensor

where



General Relativity
Matter content : the energy-momentum tensor
We need to describe matter content in a covariant way.

Let us consider N dust particules. Let be M the rest mass of all non-interacting 
particule.

At each event P in spacetime, this dust is fully characterized by giving the matter density 
and its velocity measured in an inertial frame. 

8.1 The energy–momentum tensor 177
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Figure 8.1 The Lorentz contraction of a fluid element in the direction of motion.

!0 = m0n0, where m0 is the rest mass of each particle and n0 is the number of
particles in a unit volume. In some other frame S′, moving with speed v relative
to S, the volume containing a fixed number of particles is Lorentz contracted
along the direction of motion (see Figure 8.1). Hence, in S′ the number density
of particles is n′ = "vn0. We now have an additional effect, however, since the
mass of each particle in S′ is m′ = "vm0. Thus, the matter density in S′ is

!′ = "2
v!0#

We may conclude that the matter density is not a scalar but does transform as
the 00-component of a rank-2 tensor. This suggests that the source term in the
gravitational field equations should be a rank-2 tensor. At each point in spacetime,
the obvious choice is

T$x%= !0$x%u$x%⊗u$x%& (8.1)

where !0$x% is the proper density of the fluid, i.e. that measured by an observer
comoving with the local flow, and u$x% is its 4-velocity. The tensor T$x% is
called the energy–momentum tensor (or the stress–energy tensor) of the matter
distribution. We will see the reason for these names shortly. Note that from now
on we will denote the proper density simply by !, i.e. without the zero subscript.

In some arbitrary coordinate system x', in which the 4-velocity of the fluid is
u', the contravariant components of (8.1) are given simply by

T'( = !u'u(# (8.2)

To give a physical interpretation of the components of the energy–momentum
tensor, it is convenient to consider a local Cartesian inertial frame at P in which

In rest frame, the velocity is null. 
The density is 

In other frame, boosted, the volume of the 
containing the dust is contracted along the direction of motion.
In this frame, we have

⇢ = M ⇥N
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The matter density is not a scalar but does transform as the 00-component of a tensor

The most obvious and simple choice is then 

N 0 = �N
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Figure 8.1 The Lorentz contraction of a fluid element in the direction of motion.

!0 = m0n0, where m0 is the rest mass of each particle and n0 is the number of
particles in a unit volume. In some other frame S′, moving with speed v relative
to S, the volume containing a fixed number of particles is Lorentz contracted
along the direction of motion (see Figure 8.1). Hence, in S′ the number density
of particles is n′ = "vn0. We now have an additional effect, however, since the
mass of each particle in S′ is m′ = "vm0. Thus, the matter density in S′ is
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We may conclude that the matter density is not a scalar but does transform as
the 00-component of a rank-2 tensor. This suggests that the source term in the
gravitational field equations should be a rank-2 tensor. At each point in spacetime,
the obvious choice is

T$x%= !0$x%u$x%⊗u$x%& (8.1)

where !0$x% is the proper density of the fluid, i.e. that measured by an observer
comoving with the local flow, and u$x% is its 4-velocity. The tensor T$x% is
called the energy–momentum tensor (or the stress–energy tensor) of the matter
distribution. We will see the reason for these names shortly. Note that from now
on we will denote the proper density simply by !, i.e. without the zero subscript.

In some arbitrary coordinate system x', in which the 4-velocity of the fluid is
u', the contravariant components of (8.1) are given simply by

T'( = !u'u(# (8.2)

To give a physical interpretation of the components of the energy–momentum
tensor, it is convenient to consider a local Cartesian inertial frame at P in which

Tµ⌫
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General Relativity
Signification of the energy-momentum tensor

178 The gravitational field equations

the set of components of the 4-velocity of the fluid is !u"# = $u%c& u⃗'. In this
frame, writing out the components in full we have

T 00 = (u0u0 = $2
u(c

2&

T 0i = T i0 = (u0ui = $2
u(cu

i&

T ij = (uiuj = $2
u(u

iuj)

Thus the physical meanings of these components in this frame are as follows:

T 00 is the energy density of the particles;
T 0i is the energy flux× c−1 in the i-direction;
T i0 is the momentum density× c in the i-direction;
T ij is the rate of flow of the i-component of momentum per unit area in the

j-direction.

It is because of these identifications that the tensor T is known as the energy–
momentum or stress–energy tensor.

8.2 The energy–momentum tensor of a perfect fluid

To generalise our discussion to real fluids, we have to take account of the facts that
(i) besides the bulk motion of the fluid, each particle has some random (thermal)
velocity and (ii) there may be various forces between the particles that contribute
potential energies to the total. The physical meanings of the components of the
energy–momentum tensor T give us an insight into how to generalise its form to
include these properties of real fluids.
Let us consider T at some event P and work in a local Cartesian inertial frame

S that is the IRF of the fluid at P. For dust, the only non-zero component is T 00.
However, let us consider the components of T in the IRF for a real fluid.

• T 00 is the total energy density, including any potential energy contributions from forces
between the particles and kinetic energy from their random thermal motions.

• T 0i: although there is no bulk motion, energy might be transmitted by heat conduction,
so this is basically a heat conduction term in the IRF.

• T i0: again, although the particles have no bulk motion, if heat is being conducted then
the energy will carry momentum.

• T ij: the random thermal motions of the particles will give rise to momentum flow,
so that T ii is the isotropic pressure in the i-direction and the T ij (with i ̸= j) are the
viscous stresses in the fluid.

These identifications are valid for a general fluid. A perfect fluid is defined as
one for which there are no forces between the particles, and no heat conduction
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In an inertial frame, we have

Equation of motion of the matter content

Let us try an analogy with the conservation of charge : @µjµ = 0
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@µT
µ⌫ = 0
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gives directly the equation of motion of the fluid
and the equation of continuity 

But we have seen that partial derivative are not covariant, we must used in fact the 
covariant derivative :

rµT
µ⌫ = 0
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General Relativity
The Field Equations… (finally !)

One must realized that it is a postulate of Einstein : Kµ⌫ = Tµ⌫
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is a 2 rank. Tensor related to the curvature… But how ?Kµ⌫
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It must have some properties :
- must be symmetric as  
- Must satisfy an analog to rµK

µ⌫ = 0
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Tµ⌫
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The most general choice is 

182 The gravitational field equations

• The correct relativistic description of matter is provided by the energy–momentum
tensor and, for a perfect fluid or dust, in the IRF we have

T00 = !c2"

Combining these observations suggests that, for a weak static gravitational field
in the low-velocity limit,

#⃗2g00 =
8$G
c4

T00"

Einstein’s fundamental intuition was that the curvature of spacetime at any
event is related to the matter content at that event. The above considerations thus
suggest that the gravitational field equations should be of the form

K%& = 'T%&( (8.12)

where K%& is a rank-2 tensor related to the curvature of spacetime and we have
set '= 8$G/c4. Since the curvature of spacetime is expressed by the curvature
tensor R%&)!, the tensorK%& must be constructed from R%&)! and the metric tensor
g%&. Moreover, K%& should have the following properties: (i) the Newtonian limit
suggests that K%& should contain terms no higher than linear in the second-order
derivatives of the metric tensor; and (ii) since T%& is symmetric then K%& should
also be symmetric. The curvature tensor R%&)! is already linear in the second
derivatives of the metric, and so the most general form for K%& that satisfies (i)
and (ii) is

K%& = aR%&+bRg%&+*g%&( (8.13)

where R%& is the Ricci tensor, R is the curvature scalar and a(b(* are constants.
Let us now consider the constants a(b(*. First, if we require that every term

in K%& is linear in the second derivatives of g%& then we see immediately that
*= 0. We will relax this condition later, but for the moment we therefore have

K%& = aR%&+bRg%&"

To find the constants a and b we recall that the energy–momentum tensor satisfies
#%T

%& = 0; thus, from (8.10), we also require

#%K
%& = #%+aR

%&+bRg%&,= 0"

However, in Section 7.11 we showed that

#%+R
%& − 1

2g
%&R,= 0(

and so, remembering that #%g
%& = 0, we obtain

#%K
%& = + 12a+b,g%&#%R= 0"
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The quantity !"R will, in general, be non-zero throughout (a region of) spacetime
unless the latter is flat and hence there is no gravitational field. Thus we find that
b =−a/2, and so the gravitational field equations must take the form

a#R"$− 1
2g"$R%= &T"$'

To fix the constant a, we must compare the weak-field limit of these equations
with Poisson’s equation in Newtonian gravity. The comparison is presented in the
next section, where we show that, for consistency with the Newtonian theory, we
require a=−1 and so

R"$− 1
2g"$R=−&T"$( (8.14)

where & = 8)G/c4. Equation (8.14) constitutes Einstein’s gravitational field
equations, which form the mathematical basis of the theory of general relativity.
We note that the left-hand side of (8.14) is simply the Einstein tensorG"$, defined
in Chapter 7.
We can obtain an alternative form of Einstein’s equations by writing (8.14) in

terms of mixed components,

R"
$ − 1

2*
"
$R=−&T"

$ (

and contracting by setting " = $. We thus find that R = &T , where T ≡ T"
" .

Hence we can write Einstein’s equations (8.14) as

R"$ =−&#T"$− 1
2Tg"$%' (8.15)

In four-dimensional spacetime g"$ has 10 independent components and so in
general relativity we have 10 independent field equations. We may compare this
with Newtonian gravity, in which there is only one gravitational field equation.
Furthermore, the Einstein field equations are non-linear in the g"$ whereas Newto-
nian gravity is linear in the field +. Einstein’s theory thus involves numerous
non-linear differential equations, and so it should come as no surprise that the
theory is complicated.

8.5 The Einstein equations in empty space

In general, T"$ contains all forms of energy and momentum. Of course, this
includes any matter present but if there is also electromagnetic radiation, for
example, then it too must be included in T"$ (the resulting expression is somewhat
complicated; see Exercise 8.3).

But in order to fulfill all properties, we arrive necessarily to  

What is the value of kappa ? => weak field approximation to recover Newton 
Gravitation !

 =
8⇡G

c4
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Towards Relativistic reference frames

Weak Field approximation of General Relativity
Solar System is a weak field

GM

c2r
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Metric can be expanded in series…

=10-9 Earth, 10-6 Sun

gµ⌫ = ⌘µ⌫ + hµ⌫
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|hµ⌫ | << 1
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Lorentz group in this case h0
µ⌫ = ⇤⇢

µ⇤
�
⌫hµ⌫
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Infinitesimal coordinate transform can be written x0µ = xµ + ⇠µ ! @x0µ

@x⌫
= �µ⌫ + @⌫⇠

µ
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Infinitesimal general coordinate transformations

Infinitesimal general coordinate transformations take the form

x′! = x!+"#$x%& (17.2)

where the "#$x% are four arbitrary functions of position of the same order of
smallness as the h!#. Infinitesimal transformations of this sort make tiny changes
in the forms of all scalar, vector and tensor fields, but these can be ignored in
all quantities except the metric, where tiny deviations from '!# contain all the
information about gravity. From (17.2), we have

(x′!

(x#
= )!# + (#"

!&

and, working to first order in small quantities, it is straightforward to show that
the inverse transformation is given by2

(x!

(x′#
= )!# − (#"

!* (17.3)

Thus, again working to first order in small quantities, the metric transforms as
follows:

g′!# =
(x+

(x′!
(x,

(x′#
g+, = $)+! − (!"

+%$),# − (#"
,%$'+, +h+,%

= '!#+h!# − (!"# − (#"!&

where we have defined "! = '!#"
#. Hence, we see that g′!# is also of the form

(17.1), the new metric perturbation functions being related to the old ones via

h′!# = h!# − (!"# − (#"!* (17.4)

If we adopt the viewpoint in which h!# is considered as a tensor field defined
on the flat Minkowski background spacetime, then (17.4) can be considered
as analogous to a gauge transformation in electromagnetism. As discussed in
Chapter 6, if A! is a solution of the electromagnetic field equations then another
solution that describes precisely the same physical situation is given by

A$new%
! = A!+ (!-&

where - is any scalar field. An analogous situation holds in the case of the
gravitational field. From (17.4), it is clear that if h!# is a solution to the linearised

2 Note that, for the remainder of this chapter, the normal symbol for equality will be used to indicate equality
up to first order in small quantities as well as exact equality.

The metric can transform as follow
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gravitational field equations (see below) then the same physical situation is also
described by

h!new"#$ = h#$− %#&$− %$&#' (17.5)

In this interpretation, however, (17.5) is viewed as a gauge transformation rather
than a coordinate transformation. In other words, we are still working in the same
set of coordinates x# and have defined a new tensor h!new"#$ whose components in
this basis are given by (17.5).
Now that we have considered the coordinate transformations that preserve the

form of the metric g#$ in (17.1), it is useful to obtain the corresponding form for
the contravariant metric coefficients g#$. By demanding that g#$g$( = )#( , it is
straightforward to verify that, to first order in small quantities, we must have

g#$ = *#$−h#$+

where h#$ = *#,*$(h,( . Moreover, it follows that indices on small quantities
may be respectively raised and lowered using *#$ and *#$ rather than g#$ and
g#$. For example, to first order in small quantities, we may write

h#$ = g#(h($ = !*#( −h#("h($ = *#(h($'

17.2 The linearised gravitational field equations

In the weak-field approximation to general relativity, one expands the gravitational
field equations in powers of h#$, using a coordinate system where (17.1) holds. On
keeping only the linear terms, we thus arrive at the linearised version of general
relativity. The Einstein gravitational field equations were derived in Section 8.4
and read

R#$− 1
2g#$R=−-T#$'

To obtain the linearised form of these equations, we thus need to find the linearised
expression for the Riemann tensor R(

#$,; the corresponding expressions for the
Ricci tensor R#$ and the Ricci scalar R then follow by the contraction of indices.

To perform this task, we first need the linearised form of the connection
coefficients .(

#$. To first order in small quantities we have

.(
#$ = 1

2*
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2!%$h
(
#+ %#h

(
$ − %(h#$"+ (17.6)

where we have defined %( ≡ *(,%,. We may now substitute (17.6) directly into
the expression (7.13) for the Riemann tensor, namely

R(
#$, = %$.

(
#,− %,.

(
#$+./

#,.
(
/$−./

#$.
(
/,' (17.7)

We have to expand

First, the connection…
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The last two terms on the right-hand side are products of connection coefficients
and so will clearly be second order in h!"; they will therefore be ignored. Hence,
to first order, we obtain
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#
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#
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#
!+ %!h

#
" − %#h!"'

= 1
2&%"%!h

#
$ + %$%

#h!"− %"%
#h!$− %$%!h

#
" '(

which is easily shown to be invariant to a gauge transformation of the form (17.5).
The linearised Ricci tensor is obtained by contracting the above expression for
R#

!"$ on its first and last indices. This yields

R!" = 1
2&%"%!h+!2h!"− %"%$h

$
!− %$%!h

$
"'( (17.8)

where we have defined the trace h ≡ h## and the d’Alembertian operator !2 ≡
%#%

# . The Ricci scalar is obtained by a further contraction, giving

R= R!
! = )!"R!" = !2h− %$%!h

!$* (17.9)

Substituting the expressions (17.8) and (17.9) into the gravitational field equa-
tions we obtain the linearised form

%"%!h+!2h!"− %"%$h
$
!− %$%!h

$
" −)!"&!2h− %$%#h

#$'=−2+T!"* (17.10)

The number of terms on the left-hand side of the field equations has clearly
increased in the linearisation process. This can be simplified somewhat by defining
the ‘trace reverse’ of h!", which is given by

h̄!" ≡ h!"− 1
2)!"h*

On contracting indices we find that h̄ = −h. It is also straightforward to show
that ¯̄h!" = h!", i.e. h!" = h̄!" − 1

2)!"h̄. On substituting these expressions into
(17.10), the field equations become

!2h̄!"+)!"%$%# h̄
$# − %"%$h̄

$
!− %!%$h̄

$
" =−2+T!"* (17.11)

These are the basic field equations of linearised general relativity and are valid
whenever the metric takes the form (17.1). Unless otherwise stated, for the remain-
der of this chapter we will adopt the viewpoint that h!" is simply a symmetric
tensor field (under global Lorentz transformations) defined in quasi-Cartesian
coordinates on a flat Minkowski background spacetime.
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Final step… Ricci Tensor and curvature scalar.

And
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And after a lot of fighting algebra and using
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which is easily shown to be invariant to a gauge transformation of the form (17.5).
The linearised Ricci tensor is obtained by contracting the above expression for
R#

!"$ on its first and last indices. This yields
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where we have defined the trace h ≡ h## and the d’Alembertian operator !2 ≡
%#%

# . The Ricci scalar is obtained by a further contraction, giving
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Substituting the expressions (17.8) and (17.9) into the gravitational field equa-
tions we obtain the linearised form
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The number of terms on the left-hand side of the field equations has clearly
increased in the linearisation process. This can be simplified somewhat by defining
the ‘trace reverse’ of h!", which is given by

h̄!" ≡ h!"− 1
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On contracting indices we find that h̄ = −h. It is also straightforward to show
that ¯̄h!" = h!", i.e. h!" = h̄!" − 1
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(17.10), the field equations become
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These are the basic field equations of linearised general relativity and are valid
whenever the metric takes the form (17.1). Unless otherwise stated, for the remain-
der of this chapter we will adopt the viewpoint that h!" is simply a symmetric
tensor field (under global Lorentz transformations) defined in quasi-Cartesian
coordinates on a flat Minkowski background spacetime.

We want to simplify
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The field equations (17.11) can be simplified further by making use of the gauge
transformation (17.5). Denoting the gauge-transformed field by h′!" for conve-
nience, the components of its trace-reverse transform as
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then we have %#h̄′!# = 0. The importance of this result is that, in this new gauge,
each of the last three terms on the left-hand side of (17.11) vanishes. Thus, the
field equations in the new gauge become
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Let us take stock of the simplification we have just achieved. Dropping primes
and raising indices for convenience, we have found that the linearised field
equations may be written in the simplified form

!2h̄!" = − 2,T!"* (17.13)

provided that the h̄!" satisfy the gauge condition
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Moreover, we note that this gauge condition is preserved by any further gauge
transformation of the form (17.5) provided that the functions &! satisfy !2&! = 0.
The above simplification is entirely analogous to that introduced in electro-

magnetism in Chapter 6. In that case, the electromagnetic field equations were
reduced to the simple form !2A! =!0j

! by adoption of the Lorenz gauge condi-
tion %!A

! = 0. This condition is preserved by any further gauge transformation
A! → A!+ %!- if and only if !2- = 0. As a result of the similarities between
the electromagnetic and gravitational cases, (17.14) is often also referred to as the
Lorenz gauge.

Let us try with an infinitesimal change of change of coordinate 
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Infinitesimal general coordinate transformations
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If we adopt the viewpoint in which h!# is considered as a tensor field defined
on the flat Minkowski background spacetime, then (17.4) can be considered
as analogous to a gauge transformation in electromagnetism. As discussed in
Chapter 6, if A! is a solution of the electromagnetic field equations then another
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where - is any scalar field. An analogous situation holds in the case of the
gravitational field. From (17.4), it is clear that if h!# is a solution to the linearised

2 Note that, for the remainder of this chapter, the normal symbol for equality will be used to indicate equality
up to first order in small quantities as well as exact equality.
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Final Linearized Einstein Equation
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Post-Newtonian & Minkowskian approximations
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the derivatives !0g"# are zero. An example of such a coordinate system might be
a fixed Cartesian frame at some point on the surface of the (non-rotating) Earth.

The worldline of a particle freely falling under gravity is given in general by
the geodesic equation

d2x"

d$2
+%"

#&
dx#

d$

dx&

d$
= 0'

We shall assume, however, that the particle is slow-moving, so that the compo-
nents of its 3-velocity satisfy dxi/dt ≪ c(i = 1)2)3*, where t is defined by
x0 ≡ct. This is equivalent to demanding that, for i= 1)2)3,

dxi

d$
≪ dx0

d$
'

Thus we can ignore the 3-velocity terms in the geodesic equation to obtain

d2x"

d$2
+%"

00c
2
!
dt

d$

"2

= 0' (7.7)

Now, recalling the expression (3.21) giving the connection in terms of the metric
and using the form (7.6) for g"#, we find that the connection coefficients %"

00
are given by

%"
00 = 1

2g
+"(!0g0++ !0g0+−!+g00*=−1

2g
+"!+g00 =−1

2,
+"!+h00)

where the last equality is valid to first order in h"#. Since we have assumed that
the metric is stationary, we have

%0
00 = 0 and % i

00 = 1
2-

ij!jh00)

where the Latin index runs over i= 1)2)3. Inserting these coefficients into (7.7)
gives

d2t

d$2
= 0 and

d2x⃗

d$2
=−1

2c
2
!
dt

d$

"2

.⃗h00'

The first equation implies that dt/d$ = constant, and so we can combine the two
equations to yield the following equation of motion for the particle:

d2x⃗
dt2

=−1
2c

2.⃗h00'

If we compare this equation with the usual Newtonian equation of motion for
a particle in a gravitational field (7.2), we see that the two are identical if we
make the indentification h00 = 2//c2. Hence for a slowly moving particle our

Motion of a free particule under gravity in Newtonian regime…
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Now, recalling the expression (3.21) giving the connection in terms of the metric
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The first equation implies that dt/d$ = constant, and so we can combine the two
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If we compare this equation with the usual Newtonian equation of motion for
a particle in a gravitational field (7.2), we see that the two are identical if we
make the indentification h00 = 2//c2. Hence for a slowly moving particle our
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• First attempt : IAU 1976
• IAU 2000:

– Fully relativistic (General Relativity, not PPN)
– BCRS: time scale TCB
– GCRS: time scale TCG
– Time transformation between TCG & TCB

• IAU 2006: redefinition of time scale TDB

IAU Reference Systems and relativity



Reference systems theory
• In relativistic astronomy the 

• BCRS (Barycentric Celestial Reference System) 
• GCRS (Geocentric Celestial Reference System) 
• Local reference system of an observer 

   play an important role. 

• All these reference systems are defined by  
  the form of the corresponding metric tensor.

BCRS

GCRS

Local RS 
of an observer

Bini, Crosta & De Felice, 2003
Klioner, 2004



Barycentric Celestial Reference System
The BCRS is a particular reference system in the curved space-time  
       of the Solar system

• One can use any 

• but one should fix one : 

ICRF by VLBI
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